
AHAB IN MOBY DICK

Captain Ahab is a fictional character and the main protagonist in Herman Melville 's Moby-Dick (). He is the
monomaniacal captain of the whaling ship.

Ahab speaks about his wife and child, calls himself a fool for spending 40 years on whaling, and claims he can
see his own child in Starbuck's eye. The superabundant vocabulary of the work can be broken down into
strategies used individually and in combination. The man is thus part whale himself, part lightning bolt; he
feels a thunderous electricity within himself. Finally, both are "ultimately unknowable". He would "strike the
sun if it insulted me. This type of allusions would typically be perceived as sacrilegious and also be
expurgated from the English edition Tanselle , and  Ishmael's taxonomy of whales merely demonstrates "the
limitations of scientific knowledge and the impossibility of achieving certainty". Both share the same internal
characteristics: isolated, stubborn, vengeful, quickly enraged. The whale eventually destroys the whaleboats
and crew but spares Ishmael , and sinks the Pequod. Prometheus accomplished his theft by the stealthy hiding
of the divine spark in a fennel stalk. Fedallah foreshadows Ahab's death. Of those forty years, he has not spent
three ashore. The initial two meetings and the last two are both close to each other. Second, Ahab's developing
responses to the meetings plot the "rising curve of his passion" and of his monomania. The whole business of
whaling is a theft of fire, for the sperm whale's oil is used as fuel for flames. Starbuck, was on an earlier
voyage with Captain Pease, in the early s, and was discharged at Tahiti under mysterious circumstances.
Queequeg dives after him and frees his mate with his sword. Next, the Pequod, in a ninth and final gam, meets
the Delight, badly damaged and with five of her crew left dead by Moby Dick. Melville read this copy avidly,
made copious notes in it, and had it bound, keeping it in his library for the rest of his life. In Ovid's mythical
tale, Narcissus has an airy counterpart in the speech-deprived nymph Echo, who can only repeat the sounds
she hears. The contrast between Narcissus and Ahab is that the first contemplates a beautiful image which he
loves, while Ahab projects an evil image which he hates, which Sweeney calls "an ironic reversal on
Melville's part. On one of those nights in the whaleboat, Fedallah prophesies that neither hearse nor coffin can
be Ahab's, that before he dies, Ahab must see two hearses â€” one not made by mortal hands and the other
made of American wood â€” that Fedallah will precede his captain in death, and finally that only hemp can
kill Ahab. He dashes it to the deck. This theme pervades the novel, perhaps never so emphatically as in "The
Doubloon" Ch. Ishmael discusses cetology the zoological classification and natural history of the whale , and
describes the crew members. All that most maddens and torments; all that stirs up the lees of things; all truth
with malice in it; all that cracks the sinews and cakes the brain; all the subtle demonisms of life and thought;
all evil, to crazy Ahab, were visibly personified, and made practically assailable in Moby Dick. Peleg and
Bildad pilot the ship out of the harbor, and Ahab first appears on deck when the ship is already at sea. All
races are represented among the crew members of the Pequod. Echo is an auditory complement to the visual
reflection and a foreshadowing of Narcissus' death. Ahab contemplates the beauties as well as the horrors of
life and death as he smells the sweet air blowing over the Pacific. So the product is a final hash, and all my
books are botches. His prosthesis, for instance, has been taken for an allusion to the Oedipus myth. The
concentration only gives way to more imagery, with the "mastheads, like the tops of tall palms, were
outspreadingly tufted with arms and legs". Even the topic of Jonah and the Whale may be authentic, for
Mudge was a contributor to Sailor's Magazine, which printed in December the ninth of a series of sermons on
Jonah. According to Ishmael in "The Nut", all things that are mighty wear "a false brow to the common
world". In contrast, "Ahab's theft is a boldly defiant deed, set amidst elemental nature in furious eruption".
Starbuck and the captain are at the rail in the sunshine and soft breezes. The three harpooneers dart their
harpoons, and Flask delivers the mortal strike with a lance. The Narcissus legend also explains why Ahab,
unlike Oedipus, remains self-ignorant. Perhaps the most striking example is the use of verbal nouns, mostly
plural, such as allurings, coincidings, and leewardings. One afternoon, as Ishmael and Queequeg are weaving
a mat â€” "its warp seemed necessity, his hand free will, and Queequeg's sword chance" â€” Tashtego sights a
sperm whale. As he does so, the line gets tangled, and Ahab bends over to free it. Yet instead of thinking of
death, Captain Ahab and Peleg thought of how to save all hands, and how to rig jury masts in order to get into
the nearest port. Oedipus' staff, Sweeney notes, is both "a walking tool and the murder weapon with which he
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killed his father.


